PALNI Last Copies is an open-access digital library collection of over 400 unique-in-Indiana monographs, focusing on religion and theology subject matter.

**Top Subjects:**
- Hymns
- Doctrinal Theology
- Bible

**Languages:**
- English
- German
- Some Dutch, French, Greek, Hindi, Frisian, Italian, Bengali, Hebrew, Spanish, & Norwegian

**Date Range:**
1810s - 1920s (Most popular year: 1922)

**Authors Include:**
- Albert Barnes
- Mabel Bent
- Harriette J. Cooke
- Mary A. Glaser
- C. I. Scofield
- Daniel Sidney Warner

**Popular Titles:**
- *An account of the Vedas: with numerous extracts from the Rig-Veda*
  - Manchester University
- *La Santa Biblia: Antiguo y Nuevo Testamento*
  - Taylor University

Visit the Internet Archive Collection: [https://archive.org/details/palnilastcopies](https://archive.org/details/palnilastcopies)

This project is made possible by a grant from the U.S. Institute of Museum and Library Services, administered by the Indiana State Library.

The PALNI Last Copies project is included in the Atla Digital Library.